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“Courtney Spencer has an incredibly timely message for many of us who are overwhelmed,
overworked, and who never stop ‘doing’. She helps her audience examine their lives and whether their
busyness is stealing their happiness, yet reminds them they are not alone and gives guidance for
building a more healthy lifestyle. Her calm, powerful reserve of inner strength and wisdom is a
testament to the resilience she urges audiences to build. I highly recommend Courtney as a speaker for
standalone meetings or as part of any program for busy professionals.”
-Cathy Norris, MA
Leadership Development Coach, Trainer, & Speaker

Welcome to
Courtney Spencer Coaching
FINDING BALANCE IN AN EVERCHANGING WORLD
I’m Courtney Spencer, a transformational coach and
speaker. I work with law firms to increase employee
satisfaction and performance.
At my live speaking events and workshops I provide
customized talks to meet the needs of the audience. I
provide guidance in viewing being “busy,” not as a
badge of honor, but as the problem that undermines
productivity, profitability, and sustainable work-life
integration.
I have inspired professional audiences and attendees
at TED-style events with dynamic and empowering
talks and trainings customized to meet the needs of
the attendees. Speaking topics have included, work
and life balance; improving communication skills for
success; performing at high levels without burning
out; time management; developing strong leaders;
and creating a positive work environment. My goal is
to have audiences feeling engaged, motivated, and
armed with a toolkit they can draw from, so they can
be happier and more productive at work and at home.

Learn to stop performing and start living, effectively achieving
deeper, meaningful goals, and more joy and happiness than you ever
thought possible.
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Biography
I am a transformational coach, attorney and professional
speaker. As a lifelong resident of Connecticut, I hold a BA and
law degree from University of Connecticut and am a
professional Certified Co-Active Coach through the Coaches
Training Institute. I am a Bar Fellow and a member of the
Attorney Wellness Committee.
I have helped many high-achieving men and women bring
freedom, joy and fulfillment to their lives, leading to more
success, happiness and productivity both at work and at home.
My engaging and empathetic style of coaching and presenting
allows people to freely work through their struggles and learn
the important steps to break free from the burdens of their daily
lives. My clients have transformed their health, careers, and
relationships with both their family and themselves. In my law
practice I have passionately represented children with
disabilities who have special education needs that are not being
met. I also enjoy life with a wonderful husband and amazing
daughter.

CREATING A BRIGHT FUTURE...TOGETHER
I am here to train and coach individuals, firms and organizations to create lasting success with high
employee satisfaction. I work with clients on mindset and productivity by evaluating what isn't working in
both work and personal life. Together we can create a plan for success. I both believe, and am living proof,
of a reality where you can be highly successful and have a happy, fulfilling life. You don't have to sacrifice
one for the other.

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS
Courtney has spoken for psychologists, accountants, multiple law firms, as well as a variety of different
organizations, both within Connecticut and across the country. She looks forward to bringing her
knowledge and know-how to your law firm and engaging with your team.

“Courtney captivated me from the very beginning! Her sincere, vulnerable and playful message of
wearing busyness as a badge of honor resonated with me instantly. Her warm presence drew the
audience into her story and helped us connect it back to our lives. I appreciated her thoughtful and
inspirational perspective on how to shift such a common struggle in our society.”
-Queirra Fenderson
Certified Ambition Coach
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A Speaking Engagement
Designed for Your Business
FINDING SUCCESS IN A POST-PANDEMIC WORLD
Dear Sir or Madam,
Thank you for taking the time to review my speaking engagement proposal. I was contacted about giving a
seminar to your attorneys as they begin the transition back to the office. I can assist in making the shift
from working virtually back to in-person a smooth and successful one.
In this fast-moving, ever-changing world, finding a work-life balance has always been difficult for
attorneys. Covid-19 and its subsequent work and life changes have brought on new challenges for
everyone. Law firms, globally, find themselves asking:
How can I best support my attorneys and staff in this post-pandemic world?
How can I create an environment that allows my staff to excel at their work, while also having joyful
lives?
How can I create a safe workplace that makes my team happy to come to work each day?
Learning to excel at work and life without burn-out can seem elusive, but it is totally within reach once you
can learn to apply some basic, but life-changing principals:
Identifying what is not working and why
Creating a plan to restructure your schedule and life so that it works for you.
Implementing systems to keep you from slipping into patterns of busyness, distraction and
dissatisfaction.
In my engaging presentations, I use exercises and activities that allow my audiences to simultaneously
practice tools and techniques, as I am presenting. This gives them a hands-on, active experience
throughout the entire event. My goal is for the talk to help initiate lasting change in the lives of each
audience member.
I commend you for caring about the needs of your staff. I would be happy to do a one-day presentation
and a follow up presentation, at no additional cost. A follow-up session will allow your employees to
address any issues that arise during the transition, as well as provide further support and answer questions
that may come up after the initial session.

"Confidently manage work and life post-pandemic,
while easing transition back to the office."
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Next Steps & Contact
SUPPORT YOUR TEAM EVERY STEP OF THE WAY,
BY CREATING A POSTIVE RETURN TO THE OFFICE

My typical fee for a 1.5 hour seminar is $1,000. However, I understand that Covid-19 has impacted
many law firms and I am happy to work with your budget if that is unattainable.
You can find more information on my website: courtneyspencercoaching.com and review my speaker
reel from a talk I gave on chronic busyness: courtneyspencercoaching.com/speaking/
I am happy to schedule a call to answer any questions or provide more information. I can be reached at
courtneyspeaks@gmail.com or at (860) 638-9151. Thank you for your consideration and I look
forward to hearing from you.
Warm Regards,
Courtney Spencer
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